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Plate doesn't show breasts during sex. Some help would be great.
August 11, 2018 | 4 upvotes | by jonesjsjones

Hi guys, i have this problem and idk what to do. One plate hate his breasts (A cup) and she doesn't let me
put it her bra off before sex (i tried like a lot of times and still she stopped me in an aggressive manner).
She told me that wants to get to surgery and get big tits. The sex was great (3 times until now) but I'm
thinking of not going for more sex until she put off the bra, is a stupid and beta situation. I told her only
this and insisted: I like the butt, the breasts is not important and i don't care. And she only replies: but I do
not like them.
I rationalized the situation, right? In this point idk the best approach. Thanks for the help.
I'm not native English so i apologize for some rare sentences.
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Comments

iLLprincipLeS • 34 points • 11 August, 2018 07:20 PM* 

It’s time to stop beating around the bush: feminists want to be raped.

It’s the only logical explanation for how they behave. It’s the only way to understand why they can cheer on
hordes of Muslim “refugees” swarming into Europe to rape and pillage. It’s the only way to comprehend why
they can whip themselves up into a frenzy over masculine men meeting up for a beer and smearing them as
leading “pro-rape rallies.” Everything feminists do, from holding up “Refugees Welcome” signs at airports to
passing affirmative consent laws, is geared around encouraging men to assault them.

This isn’t a conscious urge. No feminist wakes up in the morning and thinks to herself, “I’m gonna try and get
raped today!” There’s no Protocols of the Elders of Seneca Falls laying out a secret plot to turn females into
walking fuckdolls for rapist men.

But deep in the recesses of her lizard hindbrain, the average feminist wants nothing more than for a man to shove
her into a wall and force himself deep inside her.

Here are the reasons why feminists want to be sexually assaulted, and why they’re working around the clock to
aid rapists.

Feminism is an r-selected ideology, and rape is an r-selected sexual strategy.1.

The conflict between leftism (of which feminism is a subset) and conservatism is the conflict between r and K.
K-selected individuals want a world that encourages competition and meritocracy, while r-selected individuals
want a world of free resources: free food, free money, free shelter and free sex. In a K-selected world, men and
girls have to compete to earn the right to mate with one another; in an r-selected world, men and girls have sex
with no thought as to the consequences.

What does this have to do with feminism and rape? Simple: rape is the ultimate r-selected sexual strategy.

By its very definition, rape is an act of entitlement: forcing yourself on someone who doesn’t want to have sex
with you, whom you haven’t earned the right to sleep with. Much in the same way leftists feel entitled to take
other peoples’ money away through taxation and welfare, rapists feel entitled to stick their penises in girls’
vaginas. In fact, you could say that rape is an inherently leftist form of sex, which would explain why so many
male feminists, such as Jian Ghomeshi and Hugo Schwyzer, enjoy assaulting and abusing girls.

Sexual assault is sexual socialism: redistributing nookie to the least privileged in society.

Feminists, being leftists, are r-strategists themselves. The purpose of feminism is to eliminate restrictions on
female sexuality: allow girls to sleep around without getting pregnant, let them legally kill their unborn babies
when they do get knocked up, and have it all funded by the taxpayer. From an r-strategist’s perspective, rape is a
good thing, because it allows a female to have children without having to do anything, aside from breathe.

It’s well-known that a great many girls have rape fantasies, and a significant number of rape victims claim to
have orgasmed during their assaults. Both these points serve as evidence that a portion of the female
population—the r-selected, leftist portion—not only wants to be raped, but is physiologically adapted for it.

Once you accept the premise that feminists subconsciously desire to have their vaginal walls torn up by
psychopathic men, their behavior suddenly makes sense. For example, feminists are unwilling to condemn the
Muslim “refugees” who have been assaulting girls in Germany and other European countries (and indeed, have
accused those who talk about the story of “racism” and/or “Islamophobia”) because they want those refugees to
keep raping.
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The Muslim “refugees” streaming into Europe from the Middle East are the consummate r-selected cowards.
Instead of fighting for their families back home, they’re fleeing to safe countries where they can live off
government benefits. Instead of being grateful that Europeans are willing to take them in, they throw temper
tantrums because their Internet isn’t fast enough, their food isn’t tasty enough, or they don’t have enough to do,
showing that they are parasites looking for someone to leech off of.

Muslims rape European girls for the same reason that they riot over slow WiFi: they believe they deserve to get
something for nothing.

Some right-wing personalities have tried to explain the left’s embrace of Muslim “rapefugees” with such
nebulous concepts as “pathological altruism,” but the reality is much bleaker. In the darkest recesses of their
minds, feminists want swarthy refugees to punch them in the face, tear their clothes off, and spit roast them like
plump, juicy swine. Don’t expect them to suddenly realize the truth, either, because… 2. Feminists encourage
girls to get raped, then deny all responsibility for their actions.

In the past few years, even the slightest suggestion that girls have a responsibility for their own safety is met
with a chorus of “MISOGYNIST!” “DON’T BLAME THE VICTIM!” The oft-repeated feminist chant, “Don’t
teach women not to get raped, teach men to not rape,” is an explicit call for girls to place themselves into
situations where they’re likely to get sexually assaulted, then dodge all blame.

While some feminists are no doubt doing this out of naivete, the subconscious motivator for many of them is
their r-selected psychology. Personal responsibility is a K-strategist concept; in the rabbit warren, things just
happen. By discouraging girls from protecting themselves, feminists are implicitly encouraging them to get
violated, then pinning the blame on an undefinable “rape culture.” Which brings me to my next point… 3.
Feminists talk about the West having a “rape culture” because they want a rape culture.

As mentioned above, the worldwide leftist outrage against Roosh and the Return of Kings tribal meetups far
outstripped their reaction to the Muslim gang rape attacks in Germany and Sweden during New Years’ Eve. This
isn’t just because of hysteria and slander: r-selected leftists are more threatened by masculine men than by
cowardly Muslim rapists.

One of the most laughable claims feminists make about game/red pill/PUA culture is that it encourages men to
feel “entitled” to sex and female companionship. Even skimming a manosphere blog will show that this is the
opposite of the truth. “Game” and “red pill” philosophy teaches men that they have to earn girls by improving
themselves: lifting, dressing better, having interesting hobbies, and being entertaining conversationalists.

If a morbidly obese basement dweller came onto the Roosh V Forum and started whining about how he couldn’t
get laid, he’d be laughed at and told to hit the gym and get a life.

The reason why there’s always been an overlap between the seemingly hedonistic manosphere and the more
traditionalist alternative right is because both groups have the same view of sexual relationships: men and
women need to earn the right to sleep with and marry each other. The end destinations may be different, but the
road is the same.

Feminists oppose this because leftists oppose competition in general. Feminist obscurantism in regards to sexual
relationships (e.g. their claims that the “friendzone” doesn’t exist or claiming that men just need to “treat women
like human beings” if they want to get laid) is about stripping men of their ability to compete for a mate.
Similarly, pushing “fat acceptance,” tattoos and piercings, and encouraging girls to be “bossy” and sarcastic is
about crippling females’ ability to compete for men.

To make matters worse, feminists have been trying to train men to rape girls for years. Their constant claim that
the West has a “rape culture” is just wishful thinking: in actuality, rape has been on the decline for decades.
Because of this, feminists have tried to legislate masculinity away through “affirmative consent” and “yes means
yes” laws, which force men to explicitly beg for permission at every step of a sexual encounter, branding them
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“rapists” if they don’t comply.

Affirmative consent laws and “rape culture” claims are a two-pronged attack on masculinity, designed to
advantage sneaky males and hurt masculine men, and there’s no sneakier male than a rapist. Unfortunately,
despite all the rape hoaxes the mainstream media conjures up, the “rape culture” that feminists screech about has
yet to materialize. The UVA rape story, for example, turned out to be a lurid, masturbatory fantasy passed off as
“news.”

Because feminists couldn’t create a rape culture, they imported one from the Middle East.

From here, all the pieces fall into place. We see clearly why the European Union is debating banning one man
from their borders and libeling him as a “rape advocate,” while letting millions of actual Muslim rapists flood
their countries. We see why leftists are driven to protest masculine men but not sneaky “refugee” cowards who
abandon their families in search of government freebies and “easy” white women.

The goal of feminism is to turn women into rape-meat.

Every feminist, deep down, wants nothing more than a rapist’s baby in her belly. The armada of horny, restless,
greedy Muslims storming into Europe is a bounty for the r-selected feminist. Leftists will wave “Refugees
Welcome” signs no matter how many girls are forcibly DP’ed by angry Arab invaders, because Europe’s
skyrocketing rape rates are a feature, not a bug.

The only thing that will stop the rape-lust of feminists and their poorly-endowed Muslim abusers is Western men
having the courage to call it out. There can be no compromise, no peace with these traitors inside the walls.
While more moderate women can be saved, no one will ever be able to convince the termagents of the left that
they should be more afraid of Muslim rapists than white “racists.”

They are our enemies, just as much as the dusky hordes planting their flags on our soil.

es1426 • 14 points • 11 August, 2018 06:54 PM* 

Just reinforce the fact you like them. This is honestly petty as fuck to you but she really must be seriously
embarrassed by them, so don’t push her too hard. Who knows what some guy before you said, you just never
know.

edit: fixed a typo

jonesjsjones • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 11:04 PM 

Yeah, I'm thinking that she is putting me on a pedestal so is acting so insecure. She is a fitness girl, getting a
lot of attention on social media and in the gym, in the beginning, she shit tested me a lot but a pass almost all
the test, thanks to TRP (two months in this, it's amazing this kind of quick result)

TheBigForklift • 2 points • 12 August, 2018 02:22 AM 

This advice is solid

TehJimmyy • 8 points • 11 August, 2018 07:01 PM 

I like the butt, the breasts is not important and i don't care.

You just reinforced that her breasts are indeed awful.

Aslong you like the sex all gucci but she sounds insecure or maybe she doesnt trust you (need more context ) .
Be careful what you stick your D into.

FeralRed • 9 points • 11 August, 2018 08:19 PM 

She's fucking you, but won't show her tits.
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That's your problem why?

I used to have a single mom plate (yeah, I know), that was self conscious of her c-section scar, and would wear a
tube top to cover her scar.

Who gives a shit? Her issue. You can't fix it.

She's fucking you. What more do you want?

jonesjsjones • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 10:58 PM 

This girl does not have any problems in her body (fitness girl), I was considering it as a shit test, but I can not
tell the difference between that and her possible insecurity (yeah, fitness and insecure together is not
common, i'm suspecting she think i'm too good for her). For now I'm going to ignore it, she was very violent
when she tried to keep her bra (something ridiculous because I did not force her), so it's a great red flag for
me.

BlackMarmoset[�] • 3 points • 11 August, 2018 08:01 PM 

Why you say this:

The sex was great (3 times until now) but I'm thinking of not going for more sex until she put off the bra, is a
stupid and beta situation.

And then this:

I like the butt, the breasts is not important and i don't care.

You're contradicting yourself. If she doesn't feel like showing them off, why do you care so much? She's giving
you sex, she has an A cup...

In this point idk the best approach.

The best approach is keep fucking her good until she feels like she can show off her whole body. If it bothers
you, your best bet is to find another girl you like more, insisting won't get you anywhere.

jonesjsjones • -1 points • 11 August, 2018 10:49 PM 

Because i want to fuck her in my terms, and i like fuck girls totally naked. I´m not grateful of that, if the
situation extends over time, i will dump her (one month of met her and fuck her). I hate the bra, no her
breasts, is easy to understand. Yeah the sex was amazing, EXCEPT for that issue. The times i tried to pull it
away she aggressively stopped the sex because of that (red flag). I will take your advice, i know that she is a
little insecure about herself (she was "surprised" that a fuck her so quickly, because she "doesn't do that with
any guy").

Batmanforreal2 • 3 points • 11 August, 2018 07:45 PM 

Just pull them off during raw sex. Its as simple as that

jonesjsjones • 1 point • 11 August, 2018 10:39 PM 

I tried a couple of times and doesn't work, she stopped instantly and I had to start over again. So for the sake
of the moment, i only ignore the bra (yeah, is not that difficult but i want her all naked)

DiggerClam • 3 points • 11 August, 2018 08:34 PM* 

Couldn't be as bad as Emma Watson's tits.
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[deleted] • 3 points • 11 August, 2018 08:41 PM 

Whooaaaa Emma Watson’s tits are out and about?

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 08:25 PM 

Ask her to?

jonesjsjones • 1 point • 11 August, 2018 10:59 PM 

i will try it with some jokes to not put her some pressure, but im thinking is not worth the work

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 11:00 PM 

Yeah you have to try different things.

Musicgoon • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 08:32 PM 

Eat her out like your life depended on it. Then just take it off. She won't complain..

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 10:49 PM 

While you're making out with her reach under her bra and rub her nipples, she might like it enough to give u
easier access.

SkorchZang • 2 points • 11 August, 2018 11:16 PM 

When she says she doesn't like them, say "Think I've never seen tits like that before? I don't care. All of you is so
fucking sexy to me."

If you succeed in overpowering this insecurity of hers in a warm masculine way, it will probably make her more
attached and attracted to you. Sometimes its too ingrained to be worth the effort though.

RandomTRPan0n • 1 point • 12 August, 2018 01:44 AM 

You havent primed her properly.

Before youre sealing the deal, you should be talking with her. During the time you should condition her that her
breasts are good. If you do it right she'll feel confident about her body around you. Convince her that you love
seeing all of her.

This isnt a sht test. Its her own state of mind. You just have to get her to adapt to yours.

Brain_Beam • 1 point • 12 August, 2018 04:39 PM 

Get more physical (read sex God method or similar). At one point you should be able to rip off whatevers
blocking your view. Also, get her to start showing them to you in public, for shits. She'll get the message

BeeBopJoe[�] • 0 points • 11 August, 2018 09:41 PM 

Stop escalating or having sex with her, if she gets fed up and asks why tell her that u like sucking on tities and
that you feel sex is meaningless without your mouth on her tits. If she bitches about it ignore the subject, dont
argue with her.
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